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March For Our Lives Delaware student organization releases 
plan to reduce gun violence 

 
On Monday, the Delaware chapter of March For Our Lives introduced “A Peace Plan For A Safer Delaware” a 
comprehensive proposal with the goal of halving the rate of gun deaths in our state within 10 years.  
 
Inspired by and based off of the national March For Our Lives’ “A Peace Plan For A Safer 
America” - but tailored to the needs of our state, “A Peace Plan For A Safer Delaware” lays out specific 
legislation introduced within the current legislature that is consistent with the goals and values of both the 
national and Delaware Peace Plans. 
 
Among the demands in the Delaware plan are for political leaders to pass the package of gun violence 
prevention bills introduced last year, which include magazine capacity limitations, establishing permits to 
purchase firearms, and the regulation of assault weapons.  
 
Additionally, the plan includes calls for community mobilization, specifying methods of violence intervention 
proven successful in other states. 
 
Wyatt Patterson, state director of March For Our Lives Delaware, said the calls to action within the Peace Plan 
are made on behalf of students across Delaware who are concerned about the rates of gun violence in the 
country and in the state - both the gun injuries and deaths, including suicides, that happen weekly and the 
possibility of a mass shooting tragedy in a school, workplace, church or other public location. 
 
“I can tell you first hand that just going to school these days can be scary. The thought of ‘what if’ is never too 
far away, and for many students lock down drills and social media rumors reinforce the horrifying possibility,” 
Patterson said. “School shootings and mass shootings are an unfortunate reality, and so are the everyday acts of 
gun violence that occur in our cities. The other reality is these tragic shootings, when they have happened, have 
involved assault weapons, they have involved high capacity magazines, and they have involved people having 
access to firearms who shouldn’t have been allowed to.” 
 
The Delaware Peace Plan, like the national MFOL plan,  is based on the concept of C.H.A.N.G.E. to address 
this gun violence epidemic at home:  

● Change the standards of gun ownership, 
● Halve the rate of gun deaths in 10 years 
● Accountability for the gun lobby and industry, 
● Name a gun violence prevention task force 
● Generate community-based solutions 
● Empower the next generation 

 
March For Our Lives Delaware is made up of student activists across the state, including four official chapters 
at local high schools and the University of Delaware. 
 
A Peace Plan For A Safer Delaware can be viewed here. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4SNX4K7dEUBUUc0djkydXgzOW9PSjJrakxUOUc2clBSeXRj/view?usp=sharing

